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Chapterr 2 

Advicee and Monitoring: Venture 

Financingg with Mult ipl e Tasks* 

Abstract ::  This essay focuses on the dual role of venture capitalists as both advisors and 

monitorss in entrepreneurial firms. It proposes a distinction between the two tasks based 

onn the principle that advising is congruent while monitoring is dissonant with respect 

too entrepreneurial preferences. The analysis shows that despite the conflict of incentives 

betweenn the two tasks, in equilibrium, an entrepreneur with substantial capital needs wil l 

enterr into a contract with a multitask financier rather than with an advisor and a monitor 

separately.. This provides an explanation for the existence of venture capital, a form of 

financiall  intermediation, in which the tasks of advising and monitoring arc fulfilled by 

aa sole financier. Consistent with observed features of venture capital contracting, the 

modell  predicts the prevalent use of convertible securities together with control rights in 

thee financing of capital-constrained start-up entrepreneurs. 

*II  am indebted to Roman Inderst for his insightful comments on earlier versions of this paper. I 

wouldd also like to thank for valuable comments and suggestions to Ralph Bachmann, Marina Balboa, 

Arrioudd Boot, Mike Burkart, Catherine Casamatta, Stijn Claessens, Tore Ellingsen, Mariassunta Gian-

netti,, Denis Gromb, Augustin Landier, Dima Leshchinskii, Per Ostberg, Enrico Perotti, Michael Rebello. 

Arminn Schwienbacher, and Jean Tirole, as well as seminar participants at the University of Amsterdam, 

ECB,, University of Guelph, HEC Lausanne, Institute of Economics in Budapest, Norwegian School of 

Managementt (BI), Stockholm School of Economics, and participants of the First RICAFE Conference at 

thee LSE and the 2004 EFA Meeting in Maastricht. Any remaining errors are my responsibility. 
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2.11 Introduction 

AA distinctive feature of venture eapital financing is the active involvement of financiers in 

thee realization of the projects funded. The various value-adding roles venture capitalists 

performm have been documented by Sahlman (1988. 1990), Gompcrs (1995). Lcrner (1995). 

Gormann and Sahlman (1989), and Hellmann and Puri (2000. 2002), Recent evidence 

suggestss that advising and monitoring should be regarded as the two primary dimensions 

off  the post-investment involvement of venture capitalists. Hellmann and Puri (2002) 

findd that these hands-on investors play both supportive and controlling roles in building 

upp human resource policies at newly established companies. In line with their finding, 

Kaplann and Strömberg (2004) and Sapicnzact al. (1996) distinguish between measures of 

supportt and governance when analyzing the determinants of venture funds' involvement 

inn the management of entrepreneurial firms. 

Thiss paper provides a theory for the dual role of venture financiers as advisors and 

monitorss in entrepreneurial firms. It argues that advising is congruent, while monitoring 

iss dissonant with respect to entrepreneurial preferences. In other words, the financier's in-

centivess for advising are in line with entrepreneurial incentives, while those for monitoring 

arcc in contrast. Based on this principle, the following distinction between the two tasks 

iss proposed. Advising seeks to enhance the chance for a successful project outcome and 

therebyy increase both the venture capitalist's and the entrepreneur's expected returns. 

Aimingg at reducing potential losses, monitoring increases verifiable returns too. At the 

samee time, however, it imposes a cost on the entrepreneur by eliminating his private 

(non-verifiable)) rewards. These definitions give rise to an incentive conflict between the 

twoo tasks: advising lowers the venture capitalist's effort on monitoring, while monitoring 

reducess his effort on advice. Intuitively, the negative interaction arises because advice 

andd monitoring affect project returns in different realizations of the future state. 

II  analyze a model where, in order to realize his project idea, a wealth-constrained en-

trepreneurr needs funding from a financier who may perform advising and /or monitoring 
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activities.. The project requires that, besides the financier, also the entrepreneur exerts 

effort.. In line with the view that advising is congruent with the entrepreneur's interests, 

II  assume that the financier's advice together with the entrepreneur's effort enhances the 

chancee for project success. The nature of monitoring is different. Monitoring increases 

verifiablee returns for the no-success state at the price of reducing the entrepreneur's pri-

vatee (non-verifiable) rewards. Although, since private rewards may be substantial, the 

entrepreneurr prefers advising over monitoring, the latter is needed to increase the chance 

forr obtaining funding when he is highly wealth-constrained. 

Thee first question considered in the paper is: What docs the conflict of incentives 

betweenn advising and monitoring imply for financial contracting between entrepreneurs 

andd venture capitalists? In particular, can a multitask theory of venture financing explain 

evidencee unaccounted for by earlier theories such as the joint allocation of convertible se-

curitiess and control rights to venture capitalists?1 I show that under multitask financing 

twoo equilibrium patterns of funding arise. A highly wealth-constrained entrepreneur re-

linquishess control and issues a convertible claim.2 He receives moderate advising since 

positivee monitoring reduces the financier's incentives to provide advice. An entrepreneur 

withh more self-financing is able to limi t monitoring and stimulate advising by issuing a 

moree cash-flow sensitive claim, such as equity. The intuition arises from the fact that the 

entrepreneurr likes advice and dislikes monitoring. Wealth-constraints, however, give rise 

too the need for monitoring. To induce advising, the entrepreneur wil l offer the financier 

ann equity contract. To provide incentives to monitor, he wil l allocate the financier (some 

off  the) returns in the no-success state and wil l issue a debt-like claim. The more capital 

constrainedd the entrepreneur, the more difficult it is to alleviate the consequences of moral 

hazard.. As a result, the higher the financier's effort on monitoring, the lower his effort on 

advice,, and the less convex the security he holds. Therefore, highly capital constrained 

11 Although in many venture financing deals cash-flow and control rights are separately allocated (Ka-

plann and Strömberg (2003)), both seem to play a role in ensuring the provision of financing by venture 

capitalists.. Yet, most theories focus on either the cash-flow or the control allocation in isolation. 
2Thee optimal contract can also be replicated as a mixture of debt and equity claims. 
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venturess wil l be financed by a convertible security, wil l be monitored extensively and wil l 

bee offered limited professional support. Only entrepreneurs with sufficient self-financing 

cann afford to issue equity and gain substantial advising. 

Thee incentive conflict between the two tasks implies that hiring both an advisor and 

aa monitor may be more advantageous for an entrepreneur than entering into a contract 

withh a multitask financier. Why do we still observe venture capital (multitask) financing 

inn the presence of specialized consulting firms and financial intermediaries that perform 

thoroughh monitoring of borrowers? Answering this question is the second objective of the 

paper,, f show that there exists a threshold of self-financing, above which entrepreneurs 

aree indifferent between the combination and the separation of tasks. A poor entrepreneur 

preferss however engaging a multitask financier (venture capitalist). Furthermore, I show 

thatt an entrepreneur not eligible for joint financing by an advisor and a monitor may be 

fundedd by a multitask financier. Thus, entrepreneurial wealth-constraints give rise to both 

aa need and a preference for financing with multiple tasks. The intuition for these results is 

ass follows. Under the assumption that payoffs are non-decreasing in the project's outcome, 

thee separation of tasks exacerbates rather than mitigates the incentive conflict between 

advicee and monitoring. If positive monitoring is required for funding to be worthwhile, 

thee participation of two financiers with different tasks leaves less incentives for advising 

thann the participation of a multitask financier. Since monitoring improves the outcome 

onlyy for the no-success state, rewarding a second financier, a monitor, in both the success 

andd failure states constrains the possibility to provide final state rewards for the advisor. 

Ass a result, advising becomes more difficult to induce under the separation of tasks than 

underr multitask financing. 

Whenn sophisticated contracts with payoffs decreasing in the project's outcome can 

bee designed, the results concerning the choice between multitask financing and the sepa-

rationn of tasks arc partially modified. In particular, capital-poor entrepreneurs wil l prefer 

jointt financing by an advisor and a monitor to funding from a multitask financier. Below a 

certainn level of entrepreneurial self-financing, however, joint financing by an advisor and a 
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monitorr is not feasible. The participation of a multitask financier allows for funding even 

underr this scenario. The joint provision of efforts on advice and monitoring enhances in-

vestor'ss total value added to a greater extent than the separation of the two tasks, even if 

payoffss arc allowed to be decreasing in the outcome. The poorest entrepreneurs wil l there-

foree be forced to obtain external funding from multitask financiers even if sophisticated 

contractss with decreasing payoffs can be designed. 

Thee results arc consistent with observed patterns of entrepreneurial finance. Venture 

capitalistss finance capital-constrained entrepreneurs, acquire convertible securities, and 

demandd a variety of control rights (Kaplan and Strömberg (2003)). The use of equity 

contractss and the entrepreneur's retention of control are associated with other forms of 

entrepreneuriall  finance. In exchange for an equity stake, angel investors provide capital 

andd business advice, but refrain from interference (Fenn, Liang, and Prowse (1998)). 

Furthermore,, corporate venturers are sometimes defined as minority shareholders who 

alloww for the independence of the firms funded. The implications of the analysis thus 

relatee patterns of financial contracting to institutionalized forms of financing and can 

accountt for the simultaneous participation of various value enhancing financiers in the 

capitall  market. To this extent, the model contributes to our understanding of the observed 

varietyy of venture capital and private equity funds. 

Althoughh in the literature both advising and monitoring have received substantial 

attention,, the interrelation of the two tasks has so far been neglected.3 Most theory pa-

perss focus on the advising task (Casamatta (2003), Inderst and Muller (2004), Repullo 

andd Suarez (2004), and Schmidt (2003)). Building on the literature, the current paper 

definess advising as effort to enhance the chance for a successful outcome of the invest-

ment.. Monitoring by financial intermediaries has been modeled in a number of ways. In 

Holmströmm and Tirolc (1997) and Dessi (2003), monitoring increases returns by reducing 

3Thee only exception is Cestone (2001). In that paper, a venture capitalist performs advising (support) 

andd monitoring (interference) sequentially, thus no multitask problem arises. The difference between the 

twoo papers is discussed in details in Section III . 
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thee opportunity cost of exerting effort for the entrepreneur. Several papers associate mon-

itoringg with intervention in the entrepreneur's actions (Chan. Sicgel. and Thakor (1990). 

andd Hellmann (1998)). The definition I use is different but consistent with the above ap-

proaches:: it implies interference in project choice to increase returns while diminish the 

entrepreneur'ss private rewards. Applying these definitions reveals the trade-off between 

thee two tasks: stimulating monitoring decreases the financier's incentives to give advice. 

Thee paper is closest in spirit, to Casamatta (2003). In her model of two-sided moral 

hazard,, advising is the only task the financier performs. Since1 financial investment is an 

up-frontt payment that decreases the costs of moral hazard, the entrepreneur (although 

nott wealth-constrained) prefers to obtain a substantial amount, of outside capital. In the 

currentt paper, the entrepreneur prefers to have the minimum external funding that allows 

forr his project to be realized. A higher amount of financing calls for more intense monitor-

ingg and, as a result, less advising and decreased entrepreneurial welfare. Consequently, in 

contrastt to Casamatta (2003), in this paper the entrepreneur wants the venture capitalist 

too finance the investment only up to the extent of his wealth-constraints.4 

Thee paper is closely related to the literature on multitask moral hazard analysis.5 

Contraryy to Dcwatripont and Tirole (1999). it claims that an efficient allocation of activ-

itiess may require tasks with conflicting incentives to be accomplished by the same agent. 

Inn the venture financing context, the combination of advising and monitoring turns out to 

bee more efficient than the separation of tasks. This may shed light on why many venture 

capitall  firms engage extensively in both activities. 

Thee setup of the paper is as follows. The next section describes the model. Section 

2.44 characterizes equilibrium efforts and financial contracts. First, I study the case of 

4Thiss implication is consistent with the evidence that wealthier entrepreneurs tend to have larger 

ownershipp shares as pointed out by Bitier et al. (2004). 
5Inn Holmström and Milgrom (1991), the classical paper on multitask moral hazard, agents performing 

twoo tasks have an effort allocation problem because their time and attention are limited. The problem I 

considerr is closer to Dewatripont and Tirole (1999). where a direct incentive conflict between tasks arises. 
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financingfinancing with multiple tasks: advising and monitoring arc accomplished by the same 

financier.financier. Then I consider the possibility that the entrepreneur obtains funding from two 

financiers,financiers, an advisor and a monitor. Section 2.5 focuses on the entrepreneur's choice 

betweenn multitask financing and the separation of the two tasks. I discuss two variations 

off  the model. In Section 2.6, I assume sequential efforts by a multitask financier: advice 

inn early and monitoring in a late stage after the observation of a low profitability signal. 

Thiss set-up gives rise to state-contingent control allocation, a frequently observed feature 

off  venture capital contracts. A subsequent section presents a simplified version of the 

model:: bank financing. The comparison of the results with the multitask case highlights 

aa primary difference between venture capital and bank financing. Section 2.8 discusses 

thee model's empirical implications. The final section concludes. Al l proofs are in the 

Appendix. . 

2.22 The Model 

Considerr an entrepreneur endowed with a project idea that requires investment I. The 

entrepreneurr also has capital of an amount u> (< I). If I is invested, the idea can be 

turnedd into either a 'creative' or a 'mundane' project. Both projects are risky: they can 

eitherr succeed or fail. The creative project generates a verifiable cash-flow H in case of 

successs and 0 in case of failure. In addition, it provides the entrepreneur unverifiablc 

privatee benefits of size B in both states. The mundane project has less downside risk. Its 

verifiablee returns are H and L (< H) in the success and failure states. Private benefits 

fromm the mundane project are 0.6 

6Onee may think of the two projects as a scientific (creative) and a commercial (mundane) realization 

off  the entrepreneur's idea. An innovative entrepreneur may favor the scientific approach that gives him 

opportunityy for experimentation. The experience he gains may provide him benefits in the form of 

reputationn or knowledge that can be applied to subsequent projects. This approach may however be 

dislikedd by an investor who cares less about experimentation and learning. 
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Byy undertaking a privately costly action, the entrepreneur may enhance the chance 

forr success, independent of project choice. Incurring a positive effort cost C', the entre-

preneurr increases the probability of success to q E (0,1]. If he avoids exerting effort, the 

successs probability wil l be p < q, p (E [0,1). 

Threee types of investors may provide external financing in the economy. First, the 

entrepreneurr may turn to a passive financier who participates in the venture exclusively 

viaa the supply of investment capital. Second, he may obtain funding from a venture 

capitalistt (multitask financier) who. besides the provision of financing, may contribute in 

twoo additional ways: monitoring the entrepreneur's project choice and/or giving advice. 

Last,, the project can be financed by so-called one-task financiers who. besides ensuring 

thee required capital, can either monitor or give advice. 

Thee advising effort e0 € [0,1] increases the probability of success by ear, 0 < r < 1, 

soo that r measures the efficiency of advising. The monitoring effort em 6 [0,1] ensures 

thatt with probability em the mundane project is being chosen and thus a positive return 

off  size L in the failure state arises.7 Thus advice enhances the chance for success, while 

monitoringg represents the investor's effort to direct the entrepreneur towards the project 

withh less downside risk.8 The financier's effort costs of advice and monitoring are ^ and 

I™:,, such that -̂  represents the maximum cost of effort on the two tasks. Monitoring 

requiress the investor to have the control right. 

Thee model has two dates: t G {0,1} . At £ — 0 investment occurs and actions 

arcc taken simultaneously. Returns are realized at  t — 1. Al l agents arc assumed to be 

7Thee monitoring effort is essentially a continuous version of 'interference' by the financier in Aghion 

andd Bolton (1992): being in control, the financier may take an action to increase expected project returns. 

Thiss action however imposes a private cost on the entrepreneur. 
8Monitoringg in the model can also be defined as effort by the financier to increase verifiable returns 

forr both the success and failure states through decreasing the entrepreneur's non-verifiable rewards. The 

onlyy assumption for the results to hold in this case is that private benefits are greater in the failure than 

inn the success state. Obviously, this setup of the model implies another interpretation of B than the 

currentt one. With the current setup, however, the analysis turns out to be more tractable. 
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risk-neutrall  and the entrepreneur is protected by limited liability . The financial market 

iss competitive: financiers break even on their investments but earn zero net profits. 

II  make the following assumptions. First, the cost of advice and monitoring is high. 

Receivingg all cash-flows would not provide the financier sufficient incentives to exert max-

imumm effort on both tasks, even if success occurs with probability 1: 

KHKH < 1. (A.l ) 

Second,, I assume that the efficiency of advising is small. Even if the entrepreneur 

workss and maximum incentives are provided for advising, the probability that final state 

returnss arc zero is positive and greater than r. This assumption ensures the role for 

monitoring: : 

11 - q - Kr2H > r. (A.2) 

Further,, both projects have positive value when the entrepreneur works, even if the 

financierr exerts no effort:9 

qHqH -I + B-C > 0, (A.3) 

qHqH + {l-q)L-I-C>0. (A.4) 

2.33 The First-Best Outcome 

Ass a benchmark, I determine the optimal levels of advising and monitoring assuming that 

effortt is contractiblc. Since the mundane project wil l be chosen with probability em, the 

expectedd value of the venture is 

VV = (q + ear) H + em(l-q- ear) L + (1 - em) B - C -  _ ƒ. ( 1) 

9AA subsequent assumption (A.7) describes the relative value of the creative vis-a-vis the mundane 

project. . 
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Thee relative size of private benefits and liquidation returns from the mundane project 

determiness which activity is the socially more valuable task. Let e^B and e^B denote the 

first-bestt effort levels on the two tasks. 

Lemmaa 1 (First-best efforts) For given parameters (H, L, K, C, q, p, r, I), 

therethere exists a critical level of private benefits, B*, such that Ï) ifO<B<B*,  then 

<00 < efB < 1, 0 < e^B < 1 > and the entrepreneur relinquishes control to the financier, 

ii)ii)  if B* < B, then 10 < eh
a
B < 1, e^B = 0\ and the entrepreneur retains the control right. 

Whenn B > B*, the creative project is socially more valuable. Therefore, if private 

benefitss are large, the entrepreneur should retain the control right and carry out the 

creativee project. When private benefits are less important, positive monitoring is optimal. 

Ass a consequence, control should be allocated to the financier. 

Monitoringg has two opposite effects on the parties' welfare. By ensuring a positive 

liquidationn return, monitoring increases project value. At the same time, it reduces the 

expectedd value of private benefits, therefore the entrepreneur's welfare. Its first best level 

dependss on the relative size of B to L. In what follows, I rule out the less interesting case 

whenn the entrepreneur values the monitoring activity. I assume that private benefits arc 

large,, thus monitoring lowers the entrepreneur's expected utility: 10 

BB > B*. (A.7) 

Whenn assumption (A.7) holds, first-best effort on monitoring is zero (e^8 — 0). 

First-bestt advising is positive (efB — KTH > 0). 

Finally,, I assume that the entrepreneur's work is indispensable for financing to be 

worthwhile.. When the entrepreneur docs not work the project idea has no value, even if 

10Assumptionn (A.7) is in line with Aghion and Bolton (1992). In that model, interference by an investor 

iss assumed to be first-best inefficient in the sense that the cost of the value increasing action, imposed 

onn the entrepreneur, is higher than the resulting increase in the expected value of the project. 
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thee financier exerts his first-best efforts on the two tasks: 
.2 2 

(e(eFBFB\ \ 
(p(p + e™r) H + B - I - ^ - < 0, (A.8) 

(p(p + e - r ) H + &*  (1 - p - e™r) L - I - ^ +  ̂ < 0. (A.9) 

2.44 Optimal Contracts and Funding 

Thiss section determines the equilibrium levels of advising and monitoring and the en-

trepreneur'ss choice of the financial contract (cash-flow and control allocation), assuming 

non-verifiablee efforts. Let He and Hf denote the cash-flows of the entrepreneur and the 

financierr in the success state while Le and Lj represent the allocation of liquidation re-

turnss from the mundane project. If stands for the financier's capital contribution to the 

venture. . 

Ass a benchmark, I consider the possibility for entering into a contract with a passive 

financier.financier.1111 In this case, the only information problem is entrepreneurial moral hazard. 

Too ensure that the entrepreneur exerts effort and the financier accepts the contract, the 

cash-floww allocation must satisfy two conditions. First, the entrepreneur must be better 

offf  working than shirking: 

qH,-C>qH,-C> pHe. (2) 

Second,, returns accruing to the financier should be at least as high as his investment: 

q{H-Hr)>If,q{H-Hr)>If,  (3) 

wheree If — I — u). The two conditions imply that the entrepreneur is able to obtain 

fundingg if and only if his capital contribution exceeds a threshold level denoted by UJP: 

UJ>LÜUJ>LÜPP =I-Q(H- -£—\ . (4) 

LThee benchmark analysis draws on Holmström and Tirole (1997) 
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Inn other words, under moral hazard the entrepreneur needs to contribute a sufficient 

amountt to the investment, outlay to be able to offer a contract that allows for his commit-

mentt to work and for the financier's participation, at the same time. If the entrepreneur's 

capitall  contribution is below the threshold level u)P, the financier wil l not expect to break 

evenn on his investment and the project wil l not be realized. 

Inn what follows, I first analyze the extent to which the participation of a multitask 

financierr eases the condition for financing described in (4). Then I consider whether, 

inn comparison with the multitask case, the separation of the two tasks, advising and 

monitoring,, could further facilitate the financing of projects of highly capital constrained 

entrepreneurs. . 

2.4.11 Financing with Multipl e Tasks: Advising and Monitoring 

Inn this section, I assume the entrepreneur enters into a contract with a venture capitalist. 

Inn this case, the probability of success is determined through joint effort exertion by the 

twoo parties. The entrepreneur exerts effort if and only if his expected returns from working 

aree greater than what he gains when shirking: 

(q(q + ear) He + (1 - q - ear) eniLr + (1 - em) D-C (5) 

>> (p + eaT)He + {l  -p-eaT)emL,. + (1 - em) B. (6) 

Thuss the entrepreneur's incentive compatibility condition, further referred to as 

(IC(ICee).). is 

HH((>>  £ — - . (7) 
qq - p + emLt 

Thee financier chooses effort levels to maximize his expected returns. The incentive 

compatibilityy conditions for advising and monitoring. [ICfj  and (lCjf). are 

ff  c2 + e2 1 
f.f.mm G arg max { (q + ear) Hf + em (1 - q - c.j) Lf - m a -If)-. (8) 
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ff  e2 +e2 ) 
eeaa £ argQmaxi I (q + ear) Hf + em(l-q- ear) Lf - " ^ a - If \. (9) 

Fromm these constraints, equilibrium advising êa and monitoring êm can be expressed 

ass functions of the contracted cash-flow allocation (Hf,Lf): 

{{  Hf-KL2
f(l-q) I - a - Kr2Hf) 

\e\eaa(H(Hf)f)Lf)Lf) = Kr ^ g W ? ' ê^Hf  ̂ =  KLf l - K
2r*L 2 ƒ (10) ) 

Thesee expressions identify a conflicting nature of advising versus monitoring: in-

ducingg one task decreases effort on the other. The incentive conflict arises because the 

twoo activities affect returns in different states of nature. Advice increases the success 

probability,, while monitoring creates value for the less favorable state. If the outcome 

turnss out to be success, effort on monitoring is ex-post inefficient. If no success occurs, 

thee support activity wil l not add any value ex-post. Ex-ante, however, both tasks matter 

becausee of the uncertainty about the future state. 

Lemmaa 2 (Conflict of incentives between tasks) i) An increase in the financier's 

successsuccess state cash-flows {Hj) increases advising and decreases effort on monitoring. 

ii)ii)  An increase in the financier's liquidation returns (Lf) increases the intensity of mon-

itoringitoring and decreases effort on advice. 

Inn other words, incentives for advising stimulate the investor to contribute to the 

venture'ss success potential, thus reduce the probability of the failure state and, as a result, 

thee ex-ante value of monitoring. At the same time, the allocation of liquidation returns to 

thee financier enhances monitoring. Intensive monitoring decreases project risk and thus 

thee need for advice. 

Thee entrepreneur obtains funding if and only if the required capital contribution to 

thee project wil l not exceed the financier's expected returns from the investment: 

^22 2 

If<(qIf<(q  + êar) Hf +ëm(l-q- ëar) Lf - ~ j ~ - (H) 

Thiss constraint is further referred to as the financing condition and is denoted by (IR/)-
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Anticipatingg the financier's effort choices, the entrepreneur offers a contract that 

maximizess his expected returns, such that both parties' incentive compatibility constraints 

andd the financing condition arc satisfied:12 

maxx (q + ear) He + em(l - q- ear) Le + (1 - em) B - C - u (12) 
eeaa,em,H,em,Hee.,L.,Lrr_ _ 

subjectt to 

(IC(ICee),), (Wf), (iCf), (IRf), 

LLee > 0, (13) 

HH = Hf + He, (14) 

LL = Lf + Le, (15) 

II  = If + w. (16) 

Equilibriumm efforts and the optimal financial contract are determined by the extent 

too which the entrepreneur is capital constrained. 

Proposi t ionn 1 (Equil ibriu m wit h mult i-tasking ) For given parameters (H, L, K, 

C,C, q, p, r, I), there exist critical wealth levels UJ™ > 0 and UJ™ > UJ™ such that 

i)i)  if UJ < u;^1, the entrepreneur will  not receive financing. 

ii)ii)  if u!^1 < u! < UJ^1, the venture is funded and the contract offered by the entrepreneur 

resemblesresembles to a convertible security. Equilibrium advising and monitoring are positive. The 

entrepreneurentrepreneur allocates control to the financier. 

Hi)Hi)  if tv > uf^, the venture is funded and the entrepreneur offers an equity contract. 

EquilibriumEquilibrium monitoring is zero and effort on advice is positive (and higher than in case 

ii).ii).  The entrepreneur retains control. 

12Conditionss (13)-(16) include the entrepreneur's limited liability condition and the three feasibility 

constraints. . 
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Thee intuition for the result is as follows. The entrepreneur favors the advising task 

andd dislikes monitoring. Intense monitoring may however be necessary to obtain funding 

whenn the entrepreneur is wealth-constrained: the allocation of liquidation proceeds to 

thee financier lowers the amount of capital he needs to provide to ensure external financ-

ing.. Thus the entrepreneur faces a trade-off between the extent of monitoring and the 

possibilityy for financing. For incentives for the two tasks conflict, the trade-off is more 

complex:: the entrepreneur faces a trade-off between receiving support and financing from, 

andd being monitored by the financier. He may achieve better terms of financing at the 

pricee of relinquishing control, thus loosing the value of his private benefits and getting 

lesss support for the venture. Therefore, when being capital constrained, the entrepreneur 

offerss a large proportion of the liquidation proceeds (Lf = L, Le = Ü) and allocates con-

troll  to the financier, which induces monitoring and lowers effort on advice. If his capital 

endowmentt is somewhat higher, he will allocate a smaller sham of the low state proceeds 

too the investor (Lf < L,Lt > 0), which results in less intense monitoring, higher effort 

onn advice,13 and increased entrepreneurial welfare. When his capital endowment exceeds 

aa critical threshold, the entrepreneur wil l retain control and offer a sufficiently convex 

claim,, which brings along zero monitoring and positive effort on advice. 

Givenn assumption (A.7), when effort exertion is non-verifiable, the advising activity 

iss carried out at less than first-best intensity. In turn, monitoring wil l be equal to or 

higherr than its first-best level. The financier exerts effort on the two tasks to the extent 

thatt his profits are maximized while ignores the value of entrepreneurial private benefits. 

Thee findings are, however, not based on the assumption that private benefits are large. 

Propositionn 1 holds for any level of B. The tension between entrepreneurial moral hazard 

13Whenn Lr. increases, the change in advising is not obvious. On one hand, an increase in L,. decreases 

thee financier's incentives to monitor, and given the interrelation of the two tasks, it increases effort on 

advice.. On the other hand, an increase in L,. decreases the financier's success state returns, and thereby 

thee incentives for advising. This latter effect is because the appropriate provision of incentives requires 

thatt the entrepreneur has a higher share in the success state returns when she owns more of the liquidation 

proceeds.. The first effect outweighs the second, thus an increase in Lf enhances effort on advice. 
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andd investor's participation is sufficient to derive the above discussed implications, on the 

conditionn that the financier has two tasks with conflicting incentives. Assumption (A.7) 

concernss an extreme case, making explicit the? entrepreneur's preference for maximum 

advicee and least possible monitoring. It affects the socially desirable effort levels of the 

financier,, but not the Xash equilibrium outcome of the game. The reason for this is that 

althoughh the size of private benefits determines the entrepreneur's preferences over the 

twoo projects, it plays no role in the provision of effort incentives for either of the two 

parties. . 

AA striking implication of Proposition 1 concerns the joint allocation of cash-flow 

andd control rights. According to the result, a financier having control wil l hold a less 

risky,, convertible claim. In contrast, a financier with no control wil l be offered a riskier 

cash-floww in the form of equity.14 This implication is similar to the one arising from the 

analysiss in Ccstone (2001), despite the two models are built on different assumptions. The 

current,, paper analyzes the impact of capital constraints on the design of financial claims 

assumingg a financier with multiple tasks and a direct interaction of efforts. Ccstone also 

considerss advising and monitoring as the venture capitalist's primary tasks but assumes 

awayy entrepreneurial wealth constraints and the direct interaction of efforts. In her analy-

siss the financier's late period advising and early period interference are positively related: 

offeringg a risky claim (such as equity) induces both tasks. The focus is on the negative 

effectss of interference on the entrepreneur's initiative. In that model, financing always 

occurs:: the entrepreneur voluntarily relinquishes control in order to maximize project 

value,, whenever the riskiness of the investor's claim is limited. In the current model 

entrepreneurss are credit rationed. A poor entrepreneur is forced to relinquish control in 

orderr to allow for positive monitoring and thereby obtain funding. This has. however, a 

negativee impact on advising by the financier and thus on entrepreneurial utility . 

14Thiss pattern is consistent with recent evidence: using a sample of about 200 venture capital transac-

tionss in Europe, dimming (2002: Table 3a and Table 9) shows that convertible securities are associated 

withh more control (in the form of veto and other rights), while equity contracts typically involve fewer 

controll  rights. 
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Propositionn 1 implies that the involvement of a multitask financier may ease the 

tensionn between entrepreneurial moral hazard and investor participation. The monitoring 

andd advising activities, when appropriately induced, increase ex-ante project value, thus 

alloww the parties to share higher expected returns and, as a result, facilitate financing. 

Corollar yy 1 (Mult i tas k financing for  poor  entrepreneurs) If  CÜ e [UJ^ /1,UJP)! i) 

thethe venture is funded by a multitask financier, ii) financing by a passive investor is not 

feasible. feasible. 

2.4.22 Separation of Tasks: Two Financiers 

Here,, I consider the involvement of two financiers, each investing funds in the venture.15 

Lett Ha and Hm denote the success state cash-flows of the financier with the advising 

andd the financier with the monitoring task, respectively. Let La and Lm represent the 

proceedss from the mundane project, to be transferred to the advisor and the monitor when 

noo success occurs, and Ia and Im refer to the capital contributions of the two financiers 

too the investment. 

ff  assume that payoffs arc non-decreasing in project outcome. This assumption im-

pliess that the entrepreneur offers cash-flows in the form of standard securities to the 

advisorr and the monitor in exchange for their investments.16 

HHaa > La > 0, (A.8) 

HHmm > Lm > 0. (A.9) 

Equilibriumm levels of advising and monitoring arc determined by the incentive com-

15Thee involvement of two (or more) financiers in a venture is a highly realistic assumption: venture 

capitalistss often form syndicates and finance joint projects (see Lerner (1994) or Schwienbacher (2002)). 
16Thee less intuitive case, where condition (A.9) does not hold, is discussed in Section 2.5.1. 
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patibilityy conditions of the advisor and the monitor, further denoted by (ICa) and (ICm): 

eeaa e arg Qmaxi I (q + ear) Ha + em (I - q - ear) La - -  ̂ - Ia \ , (17) 

eemm 6 arg max \ (q + ear) Hm + em(l-q- ear) Lm - -  ̂ - Im \ . (18) 
0<em<ll  ^ ZK j 

Equilibriumm efforts can be expressed as funetions of the contracted cash-flows of the 

advisorr (Ha,La) and the monitor (Hm, Lrn): 

{e{eaa(H(Haa,, La) = KrHa, êm(Hm, Lm) = K (l - q - Kr2Ha) Lm} . (19) 

AA first result is that the entrepreneur offers different types of claims to the two 

financiers. . 

Lemmaa 3 (Different financial claims) Assume conditions (A.8) and (A.9) hold. The 

entrepreneurentrepreneur offers the advisor an equity claim (Ha > 0, La = 0). If a monitor is hired, 

hehe is given a debt contract (Hm = Lm > 0). 

Thee conflict between incentives for the two tasks is partially resolved through the 

involvementt of two financiers: monitoring incentives do not directly affect effort on advice. 

Thee entrepreneur stimulates the support task by allocating the advisor a share in the 

successs state returns and no share in the liquidation proceeds. The monitor receives equal 

cash-flowss across the positive outcome states. Monitoring has however no impact on the 

chancee for success. Therefore, when anticipating high returns, the monitor wil l exert less 

effort.. As a result, the incentive conflict partially remains: incentives for advising still 

mitigatee monitoring. 

Thee advisor and the monitor wil l provide funding if the conditions for their partici-

pationn are satisfied: 

ëë2 2 

II aa<(q<(q + èar) Ha + ëm{\-q- êar) La - ^ , (20) 
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lmlm <(q + êar) Hm + em (1 - q - êar) Lm - ^ , (21) 

wheree Ia + Im = I — UJ. Inequalities (20) and (21) imply the aggregate condition for 

financing.financing. Obviously, it is equivalent to the financing condition in the multitask case 

(IR(IRff): ): 
^ 22 ^ 2 

iO>I-(qiO>I-(q  + êar) (H-He)-êm(l-q- ear) (L - Le) + ^ ^ - (22) 

Thee entrepreneur offers a cash-flow and control allocation that maximizes his ex-

pectedd returns, and satisfies all parties' incentive compatibility constraints and the financ-

ingg condition: 

maxx (q + ear) He + em (1 — q — ear) Le + (1 — em) B — C — io (23) 
eeaa,e.m,He,L,e.m,He,L£ £ 

subjectt to 

(IC(ICee),), (ICa), {ICrr,),  {IRf), 

LLee > 0, (24) 

HH = Ha + Hm + Hei (25) 

LL = La + Lm + Le, (26) 

II  = Ia + Im+u>.  (27) 

Thee possibility for financing and the financial contract offered depend on capital 

constraints. . 

Proposi t ionn 2 (Equil ibriu m when tasks are separated) For given parameters (H, 

L,L, K, C, q, p, T, I), there exist critical wealth levels cof > 0 and u;f > ujf such that 

i)i)  if UJ < ujf, the entrepreneur will  not receive financing. 

ii)ii)  if tof < to < u;f, the venture is jointly funded by two financiers, an advisor and a mon-

itor.itor. Financial claims are offered according to the results in Lemma 3. The entrepreneur 

relinquishesrelinquishes control to the financier with the monitoring task. 

in)in) if UJ > u>2, the venture is funded by a sole financier, an advisor. The entrepreneur 

offersoffers an equity claim and retains control. 
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Thee intuition for this result is similar to the intuition behind Proposition 1. The 

entrepreneurr likes advice and dislikes monitoring. Capital constraints may give rise to 

thee need for positive monitoring and thus the allocation of control to the financier with 

thee monitoring task. More intense monitoring implies better terms of financing and less 

advice,, just like in the multitask case. The trade-off here, however, arises for reasons 

otherr than in the multitask case. It is the assumption that the monitor's payoffs are non-

decreasingg in the project's outcome that creates the conflict of incentives. Although he is 

hiredd to ensure positive liquidation returns, the monitor receives equal cash-flows across 

thee positive outcome states. This reduces the advisor's share in profits and the incentives 

forr advice. Consequently, although in an indirect way, monitoring still decreases incentives 

forr advice. Therefore, an entrepreneur with sufficient self-financing uses only one financier: 

ann advisor. In this case there is no incentive conflict, hence equilibrium advising wil l be 

high.. A capital-constrained entrepreneur obtains funding from two financiers: an advisor 

andd a monitor. He receives positive monitoring and therefore moderate effort on advice. 

Propositionn 2 implies that, similarly to the multitask case, advising and monitoring 

increasee project value and thereby ease the possibility for obtaining funding: 

Corollar yy 2 (Joint financing for  poor  entrepreneurs) Ifuj £ [uf, UJP), i) the venture 

isis funded either jointly by an advisor and a monitor or solely by an advisor, ii) financing 

byby a passive investor is not feasible. 

Thee findings in Corollaries 1 and 2 originate from the assumption that advising 

andd monitoring are accomplished by the financiers of the entrepreneur's project. Value 

addingg activities ease the condition for financing if and only if they arc performed by 

partiess providing investment capital. This is because the participation of outside financiers 

constrainss insiders' incentives to exert effort in order to increase expected project returns. 

Iff  financing and advising (or monitoring) were to be carried out by different parties, the 

involvementt of an advisor (monitor) would make it more difficult for a poor entrepreneur 
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too meet the condition for financing.17 

2.55 Choice between the Combination and Separation 

off  Tasks 

Thiss section compares the results of Propositions 1 and 2 in order to analyze the entre-

preneur'ss choice between multitask financing and the separation of the two tasks. 

Entrepreneurss with substantial self-financing arc indifferent between the possibilities 

off  entering into a contract with a multitask financier or engaging two one-task financiers. 

Thiss is because uo  ̂ = u;f and the results in Proposition 2, case Hi) coincide with equity 

financingfinancing in the multitask case (Proposition 1, iii).  Entrepreneurs with sufficient capital 

arcc able to receive maximum advising and least possible (zero) monitoring independent 

off  the financing source. They can either approach a multitask financier and restrict the 

monitoringg effort to zero, by retaining all liquidation returns together with control, or 

simplyy avoid hiring a one-task monitor and enter into a contract with a single advisor. 

Wealthh constrained entrepreneurs arc, however, not indifferent in their choice of the 

financingfinancing source. When financing constraints give rise to positive monitoring (case (ii) 

inn both Propositions 1 and 2), for any given level of entrepreneurial capital LU, advising 

iss less, while monitoring is more intense under the separation of tasks than with multiple 

tasks.. This is because with two financiers, success state returns arc to be shared by three 

parties.. As a consequence of assumption (A.9). under these conditions, it is more difficult 

too enhance the support task: whenever positive monitoring is needed, the advisor exerts 

lesss advising effort than a financier with multiple tasks. In this case, monitoring has an 

indirectindirect negative effect on advising, which is even stronger than the direct effect realized 

inn the multitask case. The following results arise under very general conditions on the 

parameterss of the model. 

17Casamattaa (2003) provides a thorough analysis of this question. 
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Proposi t ionn 3 (Mult i tas k vs separation of tasks) Assume condition (A.9) holds. 

i)i)  IfuJ 6 [u^j i^f) , the venture may be funded by a multitask financier but joint financ-

inging by an advisor and a monitor is not feasible. 

ii)ii)  If' u) £ [wf,a;f] , then both multitask financing and joint financing by an advisor and 

aa monitor are feasible. The entrepreneur prefers funding from a multitask financier 

toto joint financing by an advisor and a monitor. 

Propositionn 3 suggests that multitask financing is particularly advantageous for en-

trepreneurss with low self-financing. The completion of the two tasks by the same financier 

bothh increases entrepreneurial welfare and expands funding possibilities. The next figure 

providess an overview of the results. 

Figur ee 2.1: Possibilities for Funding. Non-decreasing Payoffs 
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Thee results in Proposition 3 stem from the assumption that the monitor's cash-

flowss arc non-decreasing in the project's outcome. Given this assumption, the separation 

off  tasks exacerbates rather than mitigates the incentive conflict between advising and 

monitoring.. Sophisticated financial contracts may allow for payoffs to be decreasing in the 

outcome.. Therefore, in what follows, I consider how relaxing assumption (A.9) affects the 

resultss of the analysis. I show that allowing for the monitor's payoff to be decreasing in the 

outcomee creates a preference for the separation of tasks by entrepreneurs with low levels 
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off  self-financing, but it does not change the conclusion that the poorest entrepreneurs can 

bee funded only by multitask financiers. The assumption of non-decreasing payoffs does 

nott therefore undermine the result that entrepreneurial wealth-constraints give rise to a 

needd for financing with multiple tasks. 

2.5.11 Robustness: Payoffs Decrease in Outcome 

Assumee (A.9) docs not hold. It follows from the incentive compatibility condition in (18) 

thatt the entrepreneur offers the monitor no share in the project's success state returns. 

Similarlyy to the case of non-decreasing payoffs, the advisor receives an equity claim. 

HHmm=0,=0, Lm>0 (28) 

HHaa > 0, La = 0 (29) 

Equilibriumm efforts on advising and monitoring wil l satisfy (19). The equilibrium cash-

floww and control allocation maximizes the entrepreneur's expected returns and satisfies 

alll  parties' incentive compatibility constraints, the financing condition, and the feasibility 

conditions.. The entrepreneur's problem can be summarized as follows. 

maxx (q + ear)He + em (1 - q - ear) Le + (1 - em) B - C - u (30) 

subjectt to 

(IC(ICee)),, (ICa), (ICm), (IRf), 

L,L, > 0, (31) 

HH = Ha + He, (32) 

LL = Lm + Le., (33) 

II  = Ia + Im + to, (34) 

wheree (ICa) and (ICm) are defined in (17) and (18), and (IRf) is given in (22). The 

followingg proposition summarizes the results concerning the possibilities for funding. 
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Proposi t ionn 4 (Mult i tas k vs separation, payoffs decrease in outcome) Assume 

conditioncondition (A.9) does not hold. For given parameters (H, L, K, C, q, p, r, I), there exist 

financialfinancial contracts for the advisor {Ha > 0, La = 0}  and the monitor {Hrn — 0, Lm > 0} , 

andand a critical wealth level a;f, such that UJ^1 < ivf < uf and 

i)i)  if uj G [u^jUjf] , the venture is funded by a multitask financier, but joint financing 

byby an advisor and a monitor is not feasible. 

ii)ii)  if iv 6 [cjjjijf] , then both multitask financing and joint financing by an advisor and 

aa monitor are feasible. The entrepreneur prefers joint financing by an advisor and 

aa monitor to obtaining funding from a multitask financier. 

Whenn contracts with decreasing payoffs can be designed, the monitor is rewarded 

onlyy in the no-success state in equilibrium. Success state rewards wil l be shared by two 

parties:: the entrepreneur and the advisor. Equilibrium advising wil l be higher than in 

thee multitask case or the case of the separation of tasks with payoffs non-decreasing in 

thee project's outcome (section 2.4.2). For, although in an indirect way, incentives for the 

twoo tasks are related, intense advising wil l mitigate monitoring. Consequently, effort on 

monitoringg wil l be lower and the entrepreneur's expected welfare wil l be higher than un-

derr multitask financing or under the separation of tasks when payoffs arc constrained to 

bee non-decreasing in the outcome. Therefore, whenever contracts with decreasing payoffs 

cann be designed, the entrepreneur wil l prefer joint financing by an advisor and a monitor 

too funding by a multitask financier. Below a specific level of entrepreneurial self-financing, 

however,, joint financing by an advisor and a monitor is not feasible. Nevertheless, some 

entrepreneurss with a capital endowment below the threshold may be funded by multi-

taskk financiers. The joint provision of efforts on advice and monitoring expand funding 

possibilitiess more than the simultaneous involvement of an advisor and a monitor, even 

iff  payoffs are allowed to be decreasing in the project's outcome. This is because the par-

ticipationn of a multitask financier provides higher equilibrium value added than the joint 

involvementt of an advisor and a monitor. Figure 2.2 summarizes these results. 
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Figur ee 2.2: Possibilities for Funding, Payoffs Decrease in Outcome 
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Propositionn 4 and Figure 2.2 suggest that, whenever sophisticated contracts with 

decreasingg payoffs can be designed, joint financing by an advisor and a monitor wil l expand 

fundingg possibilities more than in the case when the monitor's payoffs arc constrained to 

bee non-decreasing in the project's outcome (u>f < a>f). The increase in welfare arising 

fromm the advising and monitoring activities is however less than the equilibrium value 

addedd by a multitask financier. Multitask financing turns out to have an important 

functionn even if the assumption that the financiers' payoffs must be non-decreasing in the 

outcomee is relaxed. Synergies arising from the combination of the two tasks allow for 

thee funding of poor entrepreneurs whose projects could not be realized if advising and 

monitoringg were to be performed by two different financiers.18 

18Thee possibility for collusion has been ruled out in the analysis. If collusion is possible, the entrepre-

neurr renegotiates the contract with the monitor to ensure that no monitoring occurs and the creative 

projectt prevails. From his final state private rewards B, he offers a payment of the size S < B to the 

monitor.. Assuming there are no transaction costs of collusion, the monitor will agree to collude with the 

entrepreneurr if S exceeds his returns from monitoring. Note that assumption (A.9) does not affect the 

outcomee of this renegotiation and thus the possibility for collusion between the two parties. 
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2.66 Multitask Funding and State-Contingent Control 

Inn previous sections, the cash-flow and control allocation are assumed to be specified 

att the outset when the contract is signed and the investment is made. Evidence exists 

howeverr that in many venture financing deals the allocation of control rights is contingent 

onn future firm performance (Kaplan and Strömberg 2003, page 14). In general, under 

goodd performance the entrepreneur regains control over the firm.19 When the new firm is 

lesss successful, however, the financier remains in control. 

State-contingentt control allocation naturally arises in the model proposed when the 

financierfinancier is assumed to carry out his tasks sequentially. In what follows, I consider a set-

upp in which an entrepreneur and a multitask financier jointly determine the probability 

off  success in an initial stage. Monitoring occurs in a second period after the observation 

off  a bad interim signal. 

Theree arc three dates: t G {0,1,2} . At t = 0 the contract is signed and the 

investmentt is made. Returns are realized at t = 2. After the first stage (at t: = 1), an 

interimm signal about profitability arrives. The signal is verifiable and can be high or low. 

Iff  it is high, success occurs with probability one: a return of H is generated at t — 2. If 

thee signal turns out. to be low. success occurs with probability 7 € [0,1), and the venture 

iss unsuccessful with probability 1 - 7. In the latter scenario, project, outcome can be 0 or 

LL depending on whether the creative or the mundane project prevails. 

Thee probability of a high first period signal depends on the joint effort of the en-

trepreneurr and the financier. If the entrepreneur works and the financier exerts advising 

effortt e„, a high (low) signal arrives with probability q + ear (with probability 1 - q - ear). 

Whenn the entrepreneur avoids incurring the cost of effort C. the probability of high and 

loww signals wil l be p + ear and 1 — p — ear. 

19Thiss may occur at an IPO for example, when the venture capitalist (partially) exits the investment 

andd the entrepreneur continues managing the firm. 
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Thee monitoring task is accomplished in the second period, if. after a low interim 

signall  at t = 1. control is transferred to the investor. In case of a good signal, there 

iss no need for monitoring, thus the control right is retained by the entrepreneur. This 

set-upp captures a highly realistic scenario in which control allocation is state-contingent 

andd depends on a verifiable interim profitability signal. 

Iff  the conditional probability of success given a low interim signal is positive (7 > 0), 

underr the above assumptions, equilibrium efforts on both tasks are lower than in the si-

multaneouss effort exertion case (Section 2.4.1). As a consequence, funding possibilities 

contract:: the entrepreneur needs to contribute more to the investment outlay to ensure 

externall  financing. As 7 decreases, efforts on both tasks intensify and financing possi-

bilitiess expand. When 7 = 0, the results coincide with those described in Proposition 

1. . 

Thee intuition is as follows. The positive probability of success given a low interim 

signall  (7 > 0), alleviates the need for excessive monitoring in the second period. Thus, for 

anyy given cash-flow allocation, monitoring is less intense than its equilibrium level when 

thee two tasks are performed simultaneously. Advising raises the chance for first period 

successs and thereby decreases the probability of a low interim signal. 7 > 0 implies that 

thee marginal return to advising is lower than in the case with simultaneous effort exertion 

onn the two tasks. As a result, the equilibrium level of advising wil l also be less than in 

thee scenario with multiple tasks. 

Inn conclusion, when the financier performs his tasks sequentially, equilibrium ad-

visingg and monitoring arc less intense and the financing of a poor entrepreneur is more 

difficultdifficult  than in the simultaneous tasks case. When the allocation of control and thus 

monitoringg are contingent on an interim state, the resolution of uncertainty is postponed. 

Ass a result, the financier has less incentives to exert effort on his tasks. If uncertainty 

resolvess at an early stage, in the sense that after a low interim signal final stage success is 

nott possible (7 — 0), the equilibrium coincides with the Nash outcome of the simultaneous 

taskss case (Proposition 1). 
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2.77 Venture Capital vs Bank Financing 

Thiss section highlights the difference between venture capital (multitask) financing and 

bankk financing. Bank financing coincides with the case of a one-task monitor being the 

onlyy financier of the entrepreneur's project. I refer to the monitor's cash-flows in the 

successs and failure states by Hj and Lf. His contribution to the investment outlay is 

denotedd by / / . 

Inn this set-up. the probability of success is determined by the entrepreneur alone. 

Thee entrepreneur works if his incentive compatibility condition is satisfied: 

H,H, > — + emL e. (35) 
q-p q-p 

Iff  the financier has control, he chooses the level of monitoring that maximizes his 

expectedd returns: 

emm e argQmaxi lqHf + em (1 - q) Lf - -  ̂ - If J . (36) 

Itt follows from (36) that, similarly to the multitask case, the higher the financier's 

sharee in liquidation returns, the more intense his monitoring effort: 

êêmm{L{L ff)) = K(l-q)Lf. (37) 

Thee condition for financing is 

If<qHIf<qH ff + êm(l-q)Lf-^7 (38) 

wheree If - I - u,\ The constraint shows that the amount of capital the entrepreneur 

needss to contribute to ensure external financing is decreasing in Lf. The result follows. 

Proposi t ionn 5 (Equil ibriu m wi t h bank financing) For given parameters (H, L, A . 

C.C. q, p. r, I), there exists a critical wealth level ^'B > Ü such that 
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i,i, if uj < u;B, the entrepreneur will  not receive financing. 

ii,ii,  if UJB < ijj  < UJP, the venture is funded and the claim offered by the entrepreneur 

resemblesresembles to a debt contract. Equilibrium monitoring is positive. Control is transferred to 

thethe financier. 

Hi,Hi, if UJ > UJP, the venture is funded and the financier is offered an equity contract. 

EquilibriumEquilibrium monitoring is zero. The entrepreneur retains control. 

Obviously,, the positive aspect of monitoring is that it eases the possibility for fi-

nancing,, compared to the passive investor's case: o,,B < u;p. This result is in line with 

Holmströmm and Tirole (1997) and Dessi (2002). Both suggest that costly monitoring 

byy an intermediary may increase access to financing for entrepreneurs whose wealth is 

insufficientt to commit to an appropriate action choice in the presence of moral hazard. 

Monitoringg in those models indirectly raises success state returns, by reducing the op-

portunityy cost of working for the entrepreneur. Here, the monitoring activity directly 

increasess the expected value of the venture by increasing the return in the no-success 

state.. The assumption of continuous effort has implications concerning the form of the 

monitor'ss financial claim: the more capital constrained an entrepreneur, the more likely 

thatt he relinquishes control and offers the financier a debt contract. Only entrepreneurs 

withh sufficient capital can retain control and issue equity claims. 

Thee entrepreneur's choice between multitask and bank financing depends on both 

financingfinancing constraints and expected welfare. 

Proposi t ionn 6 (Mult i tas k vs bank financing) 7/w e [UJ™,UJB), i) the venture may 

bebe funded by a multitask financier, ii) bank financing is not feasible. 

Althoughh the financier's involvement in an additional task lowers his effort on mon-

itoring,, total value added is higher in the multitask case. As a consequence, for a poor 

entrepreneurr it is easier to obtain funding from a venture capitalist than from a bank. Ob-

viously,, an entrepreneur with more self-financing may also prefer funding from a venture 

capitalistt since advising increases while monitoring decreases his expected welfare. 
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2.88 Empirical Implications 

Thee model has empirical implications concerning the impact of financial constraints on 

thee design of securities and the allocation of control rights in venture capital contracting. 

Propositionn 1 and Proposition 2 imply the following hypotheses. 

Impl icat io nn 1 Highly capital constrained entrepreneurs are financed either with a con-

vertiblevertible security or a mixture of debt and equity claims. They relinquish control to their 

financiers. financiers. 

Impl icat io nn 2 Entrepreneurs with substantial self-financing retain control and issue eq-

uityuity contracts. 

Furthermore,, the results in Proposition 3 have predictions concerning the likely 

sourcee of funding for entrepreneurs with different amounts of self-financing. 

Impl icat io nn 3 Poor entrepreneurs are more likely to obtain funding from a venture cap-

italistitalist than to hire a consultant and use a bank simultaneously. 

Impl icat io nn 4 Entrepreneurs with more self-financing are likely to enter into a contract 

withwith a venture capitalist or use a consultant that provides capital, but are unlikely to get 

fundingfunding from a bank. The venture capitalist will  act as an advisor rather than a monitor 

inin this case. 

Implicationss 1 and 2 describe a relation between the venture capitalist's financial 

participationn and the contract offered by the entrepreneur: venture capitalists investing 

largee amounts of capital hold convertible debt (or convertible preferred equity) and have 

controll  rights. In turn, venture capitalists investing smaller amounts have common equity 

butt no control rights. These implications predict an unusual pattern of the joint allocation 
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off  cash-flow and control rights in venture capital contracts: the holders of less risky, con-

vertiblee securities are allocated control, while riskier claims arc attached no control rights. 

Overall,, these implications complement those arising from Casamatta (2003) by attaching 

aa control allocation to the cash-flow claims identified as optimal by her analysis.20 

Too the extent that start-up ventures are associated with capital poor entrepreneurs, 

Implicationn 1 is in line with the evidence: in entrepreneurial start-ups, financiers hold 

convertiblee preferred equity and have a variety of control rights (Kaplan and Strómberg 

(2003)).. As Implication 3 suggests, these poor entrepreneurs arc more likely to obtain 

fundingg from venture capitalists than from other intermediaries that can not perform mul-

tiplee tasks. This is consistent with the notion that venture capital-backed companies have 

remarkablyy low collateral. It is in line with Ucda (2004) suggesting that an entrepreneur 

withh low collateral is more likely to receive external financing from a venture capitalist 

thann from a bank. In her model, however, intermediaries are not told apart on the basis 

off  their value adding roles. Therefore, the possibility of the entrepreneur's hiring both a 

bankk and a consultant can not be taken into account. 

Implicationss 2 and 4 are consistent with at least two methods of entrepreneurial 

financing,, different from venture capital. First, both implications can be associated with 

businesss angel financing. Fcnn, Liang, and Prowsc (1998) report that business angels 

investt smaller amounts of money than venture capitalists and take equity positions. They 

givee advice but refrain from interfering in the management of firms. Second, although 

noo common definition of the corporate venturing process exists, the implications of the 

modell  suit certain forms of corporate venturing, as the following quotation reflects: "The 

corporatee venturing process focuses on the building of a partnership between two separate 

companies,, in which one. usually the larger company 'invests' directly in the other in 

returnn for a share in that company's future. ... The return may be an equity stake, usually 

20Althoughh the two models are based on different assumptions, Casamatta (2003) also predicts a 

relationn between the contract and the venture capitalist's financial participation. Her model can not 

howeverr account for the allocation of control between entrepreneurs and venture capitalists. 
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aa minority shareholding allowing the smaller business to retain its independence."21 The 

implicationss of the analysis thus point to a relation between financial contracting and the 

valuee enhancing role of the financier and account for the simultaneous existence of various 

value-addingg investors. To this extent, the model provides one possible explanation for 

thee observed variety of venture capital and private equity funds. 

2.99 Conclusion 

Thee primary tasks of venture capitalists, advising and monitoring, may require different 

incentives.. This paper shows that even if incentives for the two tasks conflict, in order 

too ensure funding, the poorest entrepreneurs wil l enter into a contract with a multitask 

financierr rather than obtain funding from two financiers, an advisor and a monitor at the 

samee time. This provides one possible explanation for the existence of venture capital, 

ass a form of financial intermediation, in which the tasks of advising and monitoring arc 

fulfille dd by a sole financier. 

Thee implications of the theory coincide, to a great extent, with observed features 

off  venture financing firms and contracts. In particular, they account for the simultane-

ouss participation of various value enhancing financiers in the capital market, including 

start-upp financiers, angel investors, and corporate venturers. Moreover, they justify the 

prevalentt use of the combination of convertible securities and control rights in venture cap-

itall  contracting. In this respect, the paper provides one of the first theories accounting 

forr a joint allocation of cash-flow and control rights in venture financing. 

Focusingg on the conflicting dimensions of the involvement of venture capitalists, the 

paperr also contributes to the literature on multitask moral hazard analysis. In contrast to 

earlierr results, it spells out an application in which, in spite of the conflict of incentives, 

thee combination of the two tasks is more efficient than the separation of them. 

211 The Corporate Venturing factsheet. www.is4profit.com. 

http://www.is4profit.com
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Thee proposed theory of multitask financing certainly has limitations. The model 

doess not account for a number of typical features of venture capital such as the staging 

andd the syndication of investments, or the variety of different exit routes used by venture 

capitalists.. It captures however, I believe, a core clement in the complex phenomenon, 

whichh has implications for financiers' value adding and financial contract design. The 

availablee evidence, although not abundant, confirms this view. 
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2AA Appendix 

Prooff  of Lemma 1: Under multitask financing the total value of the venture V is 

VV = {q + ear) H + em (1 - q - ear) L + (1 - em) B - C - ^ ^ - I. (39) 

Firstt best advising and monitoring can be derived by maximizing (39) w.r.t. ea and em: 

eeaa = KT(H-eTTlL), (40) 

eemm = K{l-q-ear)L-KB. (41) 

Thereforee e^B and efri
fi can be expressed as 

__ g - K L ' ( 1 - „) + x i a 

== W-q-Ki*H)-B  3 

I _ A : 2 T 2 X ,22 V > 

Sincee eT„  € [0,1], (43) suggests that a critical level of private benefits B* can be defined 

suchh that for any B > B* = L (1 - g - A>2t f ) . e£B - 0 and for any B < B*, eFJ > 0. 

Obviously,, first best advising wil l be positive for any B > 0 (since H > KL2(\ — q) by 

assumptionn (A.l)) . o 

Prooff  of Lemma 2: Under multitask financing, the entrepreneur considers the following 

maximizationn problem: 

maxx (q + ear) H,. + em (1 - q - ear) Lr 4- (1 - em) B - C-  ̂ (44) 

subjectt to 

HHee>>  + emL f . (45) 
q-p q-p 
LL(( > 0. (46) 

ff  e2 +e2 1 
fiaa G arg (niaxi I (q + ear) Hf + em (1 - q - c.ar) Lf - " ^ " ~ h h (47) 

*,„„  6 argomaxi {(<? + * ar ) Hf + rw (1 - g - ,ar ) I ; - ^ ^ - ƒ, J . (48) 
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/ƒ<(<**  + e«r) Hf + em (1 - q - ear) Lf - ^ L + 4 , (49) 

HH = Hf + Hf, (50) 

LL = Lj + Lf,, (51) 

I^If+ou.I^If+ou. (52) 

Thee first two expressions represent the incentive compatibility and limited liabilit y con-

straintss of the entrepreneur. (47) and (48) express the financier's incentive compatible 

effortt choices. The financier's participation condition is given in (49). Constraints (50)-

(52)) ensure the feasibility of the solution. 

Equilibriumm efforts on advising êa and monitoring êm can be expressed from (47) and 

(48): : 

êêaa(H(Hff,L,Lff)) = Kr(Hf-êmLf), (53) 

êêTnTn(H(Hff,Lf),Lf) = KLf{l-q-êar). (54) 

Thee unique solutions are; 

Hf-KLHf-KL22
{{{\~q){\~q) / N 

eeaa(H(H ff,L,Lff)) = Kr 1 _ A -2 r 2L 2 < (5 5) 

éé1Tl1Tl{Hf,Lf){Hf,Lf) = KLfl-q_~K^. (56) 

Whenn Lf > 0 and Hf > Lf, and assumptions (A.1)-(A.2) hold, the solutions are: 

a,a, If Lf - 0 and 0 < Hf < H. then {êa = KrHf. êm = 0} . 

b,b, If Lf > 0 and 0 < Hf < H. then (0 < êa < 1, 0 < êm < 1); the equilibrium is defined 

byy (55)-(56). 

Thee result in Lemma 2 is obtained by taking partial derivatives of the expressions in (55) 

andd (56) w.r.t. Hf and Lf-. 

dêdênn TK 

dHdHff 1 - K2r2L) 
>> 0, (57) 

dêdêmm K2r2L 

dHfdHf 1 - K2r2L) 
11 < 0. (58) 
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dêdêaa 2K2TL} [ l - q - KT2HS 

dLdLff [l - K2T?L}] 

dêmdêm K (l 4- LJA-V ) [1 - q - Kr*H f 

<< 0. (59) 

22 > 0. (60) 
dLdLff [l - K2r2L'j 

Thee inequalities in (57)-(60) hold given assumptions (A.1)-(A.2). o 

Prooff  of Proposit ion 1: Under multitask financing, the optimal contract {H,..Hf.L,..Lj,If} 

iss given by the solution to the problem defined in (44)-(52). The condition for financing 

cann be expressed from (49): 

uJ>I-(quJ>I-(q + ear) Hf - e7n (l-q- ear) Lf + ^ ^ - (61) 

Therefore,, in equilibrium, the following condition must hold: 

u>>I-(qu>>I-(q  + êaT)Hf-&  + £ , (62) 

wheree ca, êm depend on the contracted cash-flow allocation {H^.Hf.L,,, Lf}  and satisfy 

(55)) and (56). In what follows, I consider the condition for financing under different 

cash-floww allocations. 

a,a, When the cash-flow allocation satisfies the conditions (Lf = 0, H > Hf > 0), equilib-

riumm monitoring is zero, while effort on advising is positive: {ea — KrHj.éjn = 0} . The 

financingg condition in this scenario is: 

Lü>I-qHLü>I-qH ff-^Kr-^Kr22HH22
ff.. (63) 

Givenn the entrepreneur's incentive compatibility condition in (45), the financier's max-

imumm returns arc //J?,ax — H ^-. Thus a critical level of the entrepreneur's wealth 

u;^11 can be derived, such that the condition for financing is satisfied and the entrepreneur 

obtainss funding with zero monitoring and positive advising: 

u>>u?u>>u? = *p - ^KT* (H - - £ - \ . (64) 

wheree UJP - I - q yH 3-J is the minimum capital the entrepreneur needs to provide 

too be able to sign a contract with a passive financier. 
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b,b, When the cash-flow allocation is such that (L > Lf > 0, H > Hj > 0). equilibrium 

effortss on both advising and monitoring wil l be positive: 

.. H,-KTL)(\-q) . l-q-Kr'H,) 
CC'' - k T l-KVL}  'C- ~ h L' l-KVL) }  ( 6 a) 

Maximumm returns for the investor arc L™ax — L, Hf**  = H — in the high and low 

states,, respectively. The condition for financing in (61) is satisfied if the entrepreneur's 

wealthh exceeds a critical level, x™; 

XX ^_ X-  ̂ — 

wheree Ua = Kr /
1_Jc2TaL2— 

Itt remains to be shown that 

,p p 
-- X 

ii  ^-m — 

-- êaT 

-KÏ-KÏ 11--

(( c \ ê2 ë2 

HH 1 ™ 1 

-q-Kr-q-Kr22Hy™Hy™ n ax c 

1 - K T 2 T 2 L 22 ' " " ƒ — - " 9-p 

(66) ) 

}

-ê-êaarr  (H<r) - | | + ̂  < - i ^ r 2 (tff-) 2, (68) 

LÜLÜ 11 <-. LÜ2 . (67) 

Too prove this, I rewrite the above inequality using the results in (64) and (66): 

' mm | r-~q 

2K2K 2K 

wheree | ea - Kr X_K?T2}? . em - K L—^^^^. H f - H - — j>. 

Usingg (53), it can be shown that (68) is equivalent to the following condition: 

11 > r2A' 2L 2. (69) 

Conditionn (69) holds for all parameter values given assumption (A.l) . o 

Prooff  of Corollar y 1: Corollary 1 follows from Proposition 1. o 

Prooff  of Lemma 3: First I specify the entrepreneur's maximization problem, assuming 

hee obtains funding from two financiers, an advisor and a monitor. I refer to the advisor 

andd the monitor with subscripts ;a' and "in": 

maxx (q + ear) Hf + ern (1 - q - ear) Le + (1 — em) B - C - x (70) 
fifi aa .firti  -He >Le 
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subjectt to 

HHee>—>— + emLe, (71) 
q-p q-p 
LLPP > 0, (72) 

eeaa = arg max I (q + ear) Ha + em(l-q- ear) La - -f- - Ia\ , (73) 
0<e„<ll  [ ZK J 

eeTnTn = arg max I (q + ear) Hm + e.m (1 - q - ear) Lm - - ^ - Im \ , (74) 
0 < em<ll  I IK \ 

ee2 2 

II aa <(q + aar) Ha + em (1 - q - ear) La - -*-, (75) 

e2 2 

ImIm < {Q + ear) Hm + em (1 - q - ear) LTn - - ^ , (76) 

HH = Ha + Hm + He, (77) 

LL = La + Lm + Le, (78) 

II  = Ia + Im + co. (79) 

Constraintss (71) and (72) represent the incentive compatibility and limited liability con-

ditionss for the entrepreneur. (73) and (74) express the incentive compatible effort choices 

off  the financier with the advising and the financier with the monitoring task, respectively. 

Thee financiers' participation conditions are given in (75) and (76). Constraints (77)-(79) 

ensuree the feasibility of the solution. 

Too prove the result in Lemma 3. I express efforts on advising and monitoring from (73) 

andd (74): 

êêaa(H(Haa,L,Laa)) = K{rHa-êrnrLa), (80) 

êêrnrn(H(Hmm,L,Lmm)) = K (I - q - êar) Lrn. (81) 

Providingg the advisor a financial claim such that La > 0 decreases effort on advice. Thus 

thee entrepreneur, when maximizing expected returns, offers the advisor an equity claim, 

suchh that La — 0. At the same time, success state returns wil l not provide incentives 

forr monitoring. Given assumption (A.9), the monitor's claim must be a straight debt 

contract:: HTn = L„ , — L — L„.  o 
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Prooff  of Proposi t ion 2: When the entrepreneur uses two financiers, the maximization 

problemm is defined by equations (70)-(79). Given the results in Lemma (3) and conditions 

(77)-(79),, equilibrium efforts on the two tasks can be expressed as follows. 

êêaa(H(Haa,L,Laa)) = KrHa (82) 

êêmm{H{H m>m>LLmm)) = K{\-q-Kr2Ha)Lrn (83) 

Addingg up the two participation constraints (75) and (76) and using equations (77)-(79), 

thee condition for financing can be written as 

u>I-(qu>I-(q + ear) (H - He) -em{l-q- ear) (L - Le) +  ̂ ^ - (84) 

Usingg (81) and (80), and the results in Lemma (3), I rewrite this condition to the following 

form: : 
~22 ~2 
PP P 

ww ^ J - vy i- e«n 1-" - "-e) ~ rye f 7^> KOÜ) 

wheree êa , êm depend on the financiers' cash-flows {Ha, La, Hm, Lm}  and satisfy equations 

(82),, (83). Last, I consider the condition for financing under different allocations of the 

cash-floww rights. 

a,a, If cash-flow rights are such that (Ha > 0, La — 0, Hm — Lm = 0), equilibrium moni-

toringg is zero while effort on advising is positive {êa(Ha, La) — KrHa; êm(Hm, Lm) — 0} . 

Thee incentive compatibility condition in (71) implies that H™3*  = H — ^ - . Thus a crit-

icall  wealth level u;f can be derived such that the entrepreneur receives external funding 

withh zero monitoring and positive advising: 

U>CO%=U;U>CO%=U; PP-^KT-^KT22(H--^-\(H--^-\ , (86) 

wheree u;p is the minimum capital the entrepreneur needs to provide to be able to sign a 

contractt with a passive financier. Note that this condition is identical to (64). 

b,b, If cash-flow rights are allocated such that (Ha > 0, La — 0, Hm = Lm > 0), equilibrium 

effortss on both advising and monitoring wil l be positive: 

{ê{êaa(H(Haa,, La) = KrHa- ëm(Hm, Lm) = K (l - q - Kr2Ha) Lm]  . (87) 
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Conditionss (71) and (72) suggest that #f
min = ^ and L™m = 0. Therefore, maximum 

returnss to the financiers are: H™"*  = L™8*  - L and i/a
raax = ƒƒ - ^ L . With maximum 

monitoringg {H™**  = L™** = L), the advisor's maximum returns are Ha = ƒƒ - L - ~ . 

Underr this scenario, the entrepreneur receives funding if his capital endowment exceeds 

thee critical level u;f: 

^^^  = -p--("-^)- | + ê- (88) 

wheree {(>„  = A>if a; rm = A' (1 - g - AV 2tfQ) L: Ha = H - L - ^ ) . 

I tt remains to be shown that 

II  rewrite (89) using the results in (86) and (88): 

Usingg (80) and (81), it can be shown that (90) is equivalent to the following condition: 

l - q -- Kr2Ha > r. (91) 

Thee condition holds for all parameter values of the model given assumption (A.2). o 

Prooff  of Corollar y 2: Corollary 2 follows from Proposition 2. o 
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Prooff  of Proposit ion 3: 

i)) To show that 

u;^^ < Lüf. (92) 

II  substitute {êa = K r H \ : ^ - q ) - êm = KL^lZ^r- Hf°* = H - ^ }  to 

(66)) and [êa = KrHa, êm = K (1 - q - Kr2Ha) L; Ha = H - L - ^ }  to (88). 

Afterr simplification, (92) can be written in the following form: 

11 _ r̂2L2 {r2a2 + (1 - qf L2 - 2AV2L 2 (1 - q) a) (93) 

>> r V 2 + (1 - qf L2 - 2Kr2L2 (1 - q) (a - L) - r2L2 (l - K2r2 (a - L) 2) . 

(94) ) 

(93)-(94)) is equivalent to the condition in (95): 

77 > (1 - K2r2L2) (7 - T2L2 [l - 2KL{\ - q) - K2r2(a - L)2] ) (95) 

wheree a = (ff - ^ ) and 7 = T 2Q2 + (1 - y)2 L2 - 2RV2L 2 (1 - g) a. (95) holds 

forr all parameter values of the model given assumption (A.l) . 

ii )) The result in Proposition 3.ii) follows from the fact that, whenever condition (A.9) 

holds,, advising is more while monitoring is less intense under multitask financing 

thann under the separation of the two tasks. Whenever positive monitoring is required 

forr funding to be worthwhile, the entrepreneur will use a multitask financier since 

advisingg increases while monitoring decreases his expected returns, o 

Prooff  of Proposit ion 4: Assume condition (A.9) does not hold. The entrepreneur's 

problemm is defined in (30)-(34). Equilibrium efforts wil l satisfy (96)-(97). 

êêaa(H(Haa,L,Laa)) = KrHa (96) 

éé7n7n{H{H mm.L.Lmm)) = K[\-q-Kr2Ha)Lm (97) 
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Moreover,, the equilibrium contract wil l be such that Ha > 0, La = 0, Hm = 0, Lm > 0. 

Thee project is funded if the entrepreneur's capital exceeds the critical level a;f, that is if 

^2 2 

*>„»=,.,"  _«.T( f f --£-) -«£ + £ , (98) 

wheree {ê„  = ATT-H.; km = K (1 - q - ATT 2H„ ) L; tf„ = ff - ^ } . 

i)) To show that 

J?J? < uf (99) 

II  substitute {ea = ^ r ^ ^ ' ; êm = K L ^ Z ^ T \ Hf  ̂ = H - ^ }  to 

(66)) and {êa = üfT#fl ; êm = tf (1 - q - Kr2Ha) L; Ha = H - ^ }  to (98). After 

simplification,, (99) can be written as 

( ll  - K2r2L2) ( 7 + K2r4L2a2) <  7 , (100) 

wheree a = H - ^ and 7 = r2a2 + L 2( l - q)(l - q - 2Kr2a). 

Simplee algebra shows that (100) is equivalent to the condition 

(11 - q - Kr2a)2 > 0. (101) 

(101)) holds for all parameter values of the model. To show that 

w?? < wf (102) 

II  substitute [êa = KrHa- êm = K {1 - q - Kr2Ha) L; Ha = H - ^ }  to (98) and 

{ê{êaa = KrHa) êm = K(l-q- Kr2Ha) L; Ha = H - L - ^ }  to (88). After sim-

plification,, (102) can be written in the following form: 

(2aa + L 3)(a - L) + aL (p - 2) + L2 (3 - 2KL{\ - q)) > 0, (103) 

wheree a — H — - 3 -. Each component in the sum on the l.h.s. of (103) is positive. 

Consequently,, (103) holds for all parameter values of the model. 
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ii )) The result in Proposition 4.ii) follows from the fact that, given condition (A.9) docs 

nott hold, advising is more while monitoring is less intense under the separation 

off  tasks than under multitask financing. For advising increases while monitoring 

decreasess his expected welfare, the entrepreneur wil l prefer joint financing by an 

advisorr and a monitor to obtaining funding from a multitask financier, whenever 

positivee monitoring is required for funding to be worthwhile, o 

Prooff  of Proposit ion 5: When the entrepreneur obtains funding from a one-task mon-

itor,, his problem can be specified as follows: 

maxx (qHe + {l-q)emLe + {l-em)B-C-u) (104) 

subjectt to 
(J (J 

HHee>>  + emLB, (105) 
q-p q-p 
LLee > 0, (106) 

eemm G a rgomaxi J qHf + ern (1 - q) L} -  ̂ - If \ (107) ) 

II ff<qH<qHJJ + c m { l - q ) L f - ^ (108) 

HH = Hf + H,. (109) 

LL = Lf + Le: (110) 

ƒƒ = ƒ ƒ + * . ( I l l ) 

Thee first two inequalities are the incentive compatibility and limited liabilit y constraints 

off  the entrepreneur. (107) and (108) represent the financier's incentive compatibility and 

participationn conditions. The last three equations ensure the feasibility of the solution. 

Thee financier's monitoring effort in equilibrium is given by condition (107): 

êêmm(L(Lff)) = K(l-q)Lf. (112) 
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Thee condition for financing is derived from (108): 

u)u) > uJB =  ̂ - ̂ -K (1 - qf L2. (113) 

wheree <JP = I - q (H 3-V If condition (113) is not satisfied, the entrepreneur wil l not 

receivee financing. 

Whenn JJB < us < ^,F\ the entrepreneur receives financing and the financier exerts positive 

monitoringg effort: c7n — K (I - q) (L - Lr). The entrepreneur relinquishes control and 

offerss a debt contract: {Hj  — Lj. Lf = L — 1^}-

Iff  LJ > a-'p. the entrepreneur retains control together with all liquidation returns: 

{Lj{Lj  — 0, Le = L}. This implies that the monitor is rewarded only in the good outcome 

state.. He is therefore offered an equity contract, o 

Prooff  of Proposi t ion 6: To show that 

u^Ku*u^Ku* (114) 

II  substitute {êa - J f T ^ y , êm = K L ^ Z ^r i HT = H " ^ }  t o (66) a n d 

comparee the resulting expression to (113). (114) turns out to be equivalent to: 

1 1 
[-2r2QQ (a - KL2 (1 - qj) +  ( r V - Ü (1 - g)2)] < - (1 - qf L2. 

'11 - K2r2L2) 
(1151 1 

wheree a = H —. This expression can be rewritten as: 

(a-KL(a-KL22{\-q)f{\-q)f > 0. (116) 

(116)) holds for all parameter values of the model. o> 


